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� Reservoir and operational parameters that enable large-scale hydrogen storage in depleted gas reservoirs are investigated.

� Reservoir simulation and sensitivity analyses provide insights into hydrogen dynamics in depleted gas reservoirs.

� The top factors impacting hydrogen withdrawal are reservoir depth, dip, current pressure, and flow capacity.

� Hydrogen recovery per cycle depends on reservoir structure, properties, and management practices.

� Novel screening and scoring criteria are developed to select potential porous media underground hydrogen storage sites.
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Subsurface hydrogen storage in depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs and saline formations is a

potential option for storing hydrogen at large scales. These subsurface formations need to

store sufficient hydrogen efficiently and securely, and the hydrogen must be withdrawn in

adequate quantities on demand. In this study, we investigate the reservoir, geological, and

operational controls that enable large-scale hydrogen storage and maximize hydrogen

injection and withdrawal from depleted natural gas reservoirs. Hydrogen injection, stor-

age, and withdrawal scenarios were computed using a reservoir simulator. Sensitivity

analyses exposed the crucial parameters to achieve the goal of optimum storage and

withdrawal of hydrogen. We determined that reservoirs with smaller pressures at the start

of storage operations are suitable for hydrogen storage if wellhead pressure constraints

permit. Steeply dipping reservoirs enable better hydrogen withdrawal if the reservoirs have

good permeability (greater than 100 mD) and the injection/withdrawal well is placed updip

within the reservoir. Permeable reservoirs and reservoirs with sufficient thickness increase

hydrogen withdrawal rates. These findings and the results of the sensitivity analyses are

used to propose site selection criteria for underground storage of hydrogen in depleted gas

reservoirs.
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Nomenclature

4 Effective porosity, fraction

k Absolute permeability, mD

p Pressure, bar

T Temperature, ºC

UHS Underground Hydrogen Storage

BHP Bottom-hole pressure, bar

E Compression energy, GJ

PI Productivity Index, Sm3/d/bar2

Greek

g Polytropic index for hydrogen
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Introduction

Anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other green-

house gases present one of the world's most pressing chal-

lenges. Decarbonizationmechanisms such as energy-efficient

buildings and vehicles, energy-conserving pathways, changes

in land use, carbon capture and storage, and fuel switching are

all being pursued aggressively. Fuel switching replaces high

carbon-emitting fuels with clean, renewable fuels to decar-

bonize energy sectors such as electricity and heat for homes

and commercial buildings, transportation, and industrial

processes.

Renewable energy resources such as solar and wind pro-

vide emissions-free electricity. Renewable resources, howev-

er, are seasonal and have intermittent electricity generating

capacity. Surplus electricity produced from these resources

can be converted to hydrogen using electrolysis, where water

is split into hydrogen and oxygen. The hydrogen may be

stored and later converted back to electricity to power the grid

or sent directly to homes for heat. Because hydrogen can be

converted to electricity or heat, the hydrogen becomes an

efficient energy carrier capable of transporting and storing

energy with much less loss (<0.1%) than in a power network

(8%), according to Ref. [1]. Hydrogen may also be derived from

natural gas using steam methane reforming (SMR), auto-

thermal reforming (ATR), or coal gasification. SMR and ATR

release carbon dioxide but, when combined with carbon

capture and storage technology, can lead to net-zero emis-

sions, thus contributing to a carbon-neutral global economy.

Hydrogen can be stored in liquid or gaseous form. Well-

known hydrogen storage technologies include compressed

gas cylinders, liquid tanks, metal hydrides, and carbon

structures [1,2]. For large-scale energy storage, hydrogen

storage technologies may not suffice as large amounts of

storage volume are needed. As an alternative, hydrogen can

be stored underground in geological formations, including salt

structures (caverns), saline aquifers, or depleted natural gas

reservoirs.

In addition to having sufficient capacity, underground

hydrogen storage in geological reservoirs reduces the risk of

explosion. Salt caverns have successfully stored hydrogen

with a high degree of purity, as they are completely airtight

and pose a low risk of contamination to the gas through

chemical reactions or consumption of the hydrogen by
microbes when compared to other geological reservoirs [1,3].

Salt caverns, however, are geographically scarce and have

limitations in capacities, with the largest single salt cavern

having a hydrogen storage capacity of 906,000 Sm3 [4]. Porous

media such as aquifers and depleted natural gas reservoirs are

not constrained by geography. The abundance of these

geological reservoirs, including their significant storage ca-

pacities, make them attractive for large-scale hydrogen stor-

age. While there is experience with gas storage in porous

media, there are no cases of pure hydrogen storage in aquifers

or depleted gas fields reported in the literature.

Challenges with underground hydrogen storage in porous
geological formations

[5] conducted an extensive investigation of the technical and

economic feasibility of storing hydrogen gas in underground

reservoirs. They studied a depleted field, an aquifer, a salt

cavern, and an excavated rock cavern. They used analytical

equations to represent the volume of hydrogen stored at any

given pressure and temperature, the gas flowrate, and the

water movement with hydrogen withdrawal. Their study

demonstrated that there were no technical limitations for

storing hydrogen underground in porous media. Despite the

findings by Ref. [5]; the experience with underground

hydrogen storage in porous geological formations is limited by

practical applications to the storage of town gas, i.e., gas

mixtures with 25e60% hydrogen, and smaller amounts of CH4

(10e33%), CO and CO2 (12e20%) and <30% N2. Several reviews

discuss the challenges with hydrogen storage in the subsur-

face [4,6e11]. These reviews identified loss of hydrogen due to

microbial growth in the reservoir, geochemical reactions

within the reservoir, and mixture of hydrogen with the re-

sidual or cushion gas as challenges [6,7,10,11]. Moreover, re-

viewers noted that uncontrolled lateral spreading of

hydrogen, hydrogen leakage through faults or the caprock,

cyclical stress fluctuations, and clay-swelling induced stresses

are essential considerations in choosing storage sites [7,9].

Laboratory experiments can address the knowledge gaps

related to the aforementioned challenges. Numerical simula-

tion studies, however, provide an opportunity to model the

complex, interwoven physics relevant to the underground

hydrogen storage in porous geological formations across

several scales. Hence, the thrust of this paper is the role of

numerical modeling and simulations in allowing for a broader

range of research and sensitivity analyses that are essential to

supplement laboratory experiments.

Previous insights from numerical simulation studies

Several numerical simulation studies expanded knowledge of

underground hydrogen storage in porous media. [12,13]; and

[14] studied hydrogen storage behavior in a subsurface porous

media site using ECLIPSE 300, a numerical reservoir simulator.

Nitrogen was the cushion gas. The gases were modeled as

first-contact miscible fluids using the Peng Robinson Equation

of State. The studies showed that the hydrogen withdrawal

rate increased with the number of storage cycles while the

amount of water extracted declined with each storage cycle

[15]. Used the ECLIPSE 100 Solvent Model and conducted
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numerical simulations of seasonal hydrogen storage in the

Norne hydrocarbon field, offshore Norway. In their model,

they treated hydrogen as a solvent that is not immediately

miscible with the reservoir oil and gas. Three different storage

schemes were examined by injecting pure hydrogen into the

gas, oil, and water zones. They implemented four annual

withdrawal-injection cycles followed by one prolonged with-

drawal period. Their study showed that the thin gas zone was

a preferred targetwith a roundtrip hydrogen recovery factor of

87%. Their study also showed that placing the injector well

lower in the dipping structure results in lower storage

efficiency.

The choice of the cushion gasmay impact the recovery and

purity of hydrogen recovered from underground hydrogen

storage [16]. Used a 2D numerical simulationmodel, combined

with scaling theory, to investigate the impact of CO2 as a

cushion gas for H2 flow in a heterogeneous subsurface aquifer

system. They studied a 10 m � 80 m system and a rescaled

system of 30 m � 240 m. They determined that hydrogen in-

filtrates the cushion gas in the proximity of the injectors

preventing an efficient piston-like displacement of the CO2.

They also deduced that hydrogen recovery performance was

poorer in viscous-dominated flow regimes while the best re-

covery performance occurred in gravity-dominated regimes

[17]. Used the numerical simulation model of a real oilfield

hosting heavy crude oil in a heterogeneous carbonate reser-

voir rock to investigate the role of methane, nitrogen, and

carbon dioxide as cushion gases in underground hydrogen

storage in a depleted oil reservoir. Their study revealed that

methane performs better as the cushion gas compared to ni-

trogen and carbon dioxide [18]. Examined the effect of cushion

gas on underground hydrogen storage in a partially depleted

gas condensate reservoir. They used a numerical simulation

model representing the depleted carbonate gas condensate

field. The cushion gases were methane, nitrogen, and carbon

dioxide. The highest and the lowest hydrogen recovery and

purity were obtained by injecting nitrogen and carbon dioxide

as cushion gas, respectively.

[19] investigated the effects of gas rising, lateral spreading,

and hydrodynamics for underground hydrogen storage using

the open-source code DuMux. The gas-phase density was

calculated using the ideal gas law, while the gas-phase vis-

cosity was calculated by the Wilke method that correlates the

viscosity dependent on composition and temperature. Their

study showed that for small injection rates, gravitational

forces were dominant and allowed for uniform displacement

of water. In contrast, viscous forces become dominant at

greater injection rates, and the water displacement becomes

unstable with lateral gas fingers propagating below the

caprock toward the left and right boundaries of the reservoir

[20]. Investigated the effects of gas mixing, seasonal injection

and production cycles, and hydrodynamics of underground

hydrogen storage using DuMux and COMSOL multiphysics.

Similar to Ref. [19]; the gas-phase densitywas calculated using

the ideal gas law, while the gas-phase viscosity was calculated

with the Wilke method. Their study showed that gravity

override and viscous fingering in the aquifer play a minor role

in impacting the efficient displacement of the native fluid if

the reservoir is gas saturated. Their results showed an average

hydrogen concentration of the extracted gas of 82 mol% in the
first production cycle and increased to 85.2 mol% during the

last production cycle.

[21] compared the respective capacities and deliverabilities

of hydrogen to established natural gas in a seasonal storage

facility in the UK. In addition, they used PHREEQC, a

geochemicalmodeling tool, to investigate the chemical stability

and potential losses due to the interaction of the different fluids

present in the reservoir. Their study showed that hydrogen loss

due to dissolution and diffusion were less than 0.1% while, in

the worst-case scenario, no more than 3.7% of the hydrogen

was lost due to conversion to methane and biomass over the

lifetime of the storage scheme [22]. Showed that lateral fingers

were more pronounced in underground hydrogen storage than

in natural gas storage scenarios.

[23] assessed strategies for seasonal underground hydrogen

storage in a saline aquifer using COMSOL multiphysics. Gas-

phase density was evaluated using the PengeRobinson equa-

tion of state, while the gas viscosity and water hydrodynamic

properties were calculated with the built-in Comsol state

equations. Their study showed that a maximum 78% hydrogen

roundtrip recovery could be achieved and that steeply-dipping

reservoirs stored hydrogen without needing cushion gas but

were prone to water cresting. Hydrogen recovery was best

achieved using extraction wells completed just below the

caprock and wells that did not extend over the full reservoir

thickness [24]. Used PetraSimTOUGH2 compositional numeri-

cal simulator to evaluate the viability of seasonal hydrogen

storage in a deep aquifer. Their results showed that the

maximum saturation with hydrogen takes place around the

injection well, and hydrogen spreads along the top of the

reservoir just below the caprock [25]. Examined the effect of

caprock availability and hydrogen injection rate on the

hydrogen recovery from a heterogeneous porous reservoir.

They concluded that high injection rate increases H2 leakage in

the absence of a caprock, and lower injection rates and caprock

availability increase the amount of recovered hydrogen.

[26] conducted a sensitivity analysis to understand the ef-

fect of storage parameters on hydrogen storage capacity.

Their study showed that the reservoir pressure, the working

gas capacity fraction, and the irreducible water saturation had

the most significant potential to change the storage capacity.

The greater the reservoir pressure, the larger the working gas

capacity fraction, and the lower the irreducible water satura-

tion, themore hydrogen that could be stored. Their study does

not determine how the reservoir pressure, the working gas

capacity fraction, and the irreducible water saturation affect

the amount of hydrogen recovered, which is the ultimate goal

of underground hydrogen storage.

The aforementioned numerical studies, combined with

laboratory experiments and field implementation, guide site

selection criteria to optimize underground hydrogen storage.

However, they are not exhaustive on possible geological and

reservoir controls that impact underground hydrogen storage.

State-of-the-art in site selection criteria for underground
hydrogen storage in porous media

[24] suggested further studies on underground hydrogen

storage in deep aquifers should be directed at determining the

optimum depth of the gas store [27]. Determined the optimal
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depth to maximize the mass of hydrogen in underground

storage to be 1100 m, while [28] suggest that suitable offshore

hydrogen storage reservoirs should be at depths over 1500 m

to ensure that hydrogen densities of 10 kg/m3 are achieved.

Because hydrogen density increases with increasing pressure

and reducing temperature, the influence of pressure is more

significant than temperature.

The reservoir depth is not the only parameter determining

if a site is suitable for underground hydrogen storage [29].

Proposed site selection criteria for pure hydrogen storage in

porous geological media. They suggested aminimumdepth of

500m, amaximum depth of 2500m, a dipping reservoir over a

flat reservoir, effective porosity of more than 10% for sand-

stones and greater than 5% primary porosity for carbonates,

and a minimum of 10 mD permeability for carbonates while a

minimum of 50 mD for sandstone reservoirs. However, their

study does not explain how they arrived at most of the

criteria. Some additional criteria were qualitative rather than

quantitative [30]. Used Fuzzy-Delphimethodology to prioritize

the criteria and sub-criteria that seemed to be most relevant

for the underground hydrogen storage site selection process.

They extracted eighteen criteria from the literature consisting

of technical, economic, health, safety and environment, and

social points of view. From their results, the most important

sub-criteria identified include legal restrictions, reservoir

permeability and porosity, and regional risks. The ranking

they deduced is more applicable as a weighting factor in the

site selection process because it does not provide a rating for

the parameters that are relevant for underground storage site

selection.

The aim and scope of this study

While the existing studies provide some insights into the

behavior of hydrogen stored in porous media and provide

some guidance on underground hydrogen site selection

criteria, detailed geological and reservoir controls that impact

underground hydrogen storage remain poorly understood.
Fig. 1 e Injection and withdrawal rate
Our study evaluates the significance of geological param-

eters for underground hydrogen storage in depleted gas res-

ervoirs. We investigate the reservoir, geological, and

operational controls to enable large-scale hydrogen storage

and maximize hydrogen injection and withdrawal using a

numerical reservoir simulation approach. The novelty of this

study is the insight we provide on the impact of different

geologic and reservoir controls on underground hydrogen

storage, as well as a systematic, reservoir-engineering

approach to developing screening criteria for potential

future underground hydrogen storage sites. Furthermore, we

provide a methodology to rank the geological and reservoir

properties of potential underground hydrogen storage sites.

This solution does not currently exist in the literature.

The organization of the paper is as follows. First, we

describe the hydrogen injection and withdrawal scenario

examined. This is followed by the numerical simulation

modeling parameters we use. We then describe the key met-

rics used to analyze the data. Subsequently, we analyze the

results and discuss the implications of the results. Finally,

based on the findings from the results, we propose site se-

lection criteria.
Methods

Scenario description

Using the work of [13] as a guide, we modified the injection

and withdrawal cycles to recreate the scenario for the present

study. There are six storage cycleswith a withdrawal period of

one week per cycle. The first storage cycle lasts for 210 days at

a target rate of 150,000 Sm3/d before the first withdrawal cycle.

The storage is replenished for 50 days at a target rate of

150,000 Sm3/d after a ten-day shut-in subsequent to each

withdrawal period. The next storage cycle follows after an

additional shut-in period of 10 days, resulting in one with-

drawal phase every two months. Fig. 1 shows the scenario.
s over the duration of the study.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.07.239
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Table 1 e Parameters used in the model and other calculations related to this study.

Symbol Description Value Units

4 Porosity of the reservoir 0.2 e

kH Horizontal reservoir permeability 4.9 � 10�13 m2

kV Vertical reservoir permeability 4.9 � 10�14 m2

Tr Average reservoir temperature 43 ºC

krgc Critical gas saturation 0.05 e

krwc Critical water saturation 0.20 e

pr Average reservoir pressure 80 bar

GIP Gas in place (methane) 4.69 � 109 Sm3

cr Rock compressibility 1.01 � 10�4 bar�1

pref Reference pressure for fluid density 1.013 bar

rH2 Hydrogen density at reservoir conditions 5.98 kg/m3

mH2 Hydrogen dynamic viscosity at reservoir conditions 8.20 � 10�6 Pa$s

rCH4 Methane density at reservoir conditions 55.28 kg/m3

mCH4 Methane dynamic viscosity at reservoir conditions 1.31 � 10�5 Pa$s

Tref Reference temperature for fluid density 15.56 ºC

rf Water density 999.7 kg/m3

cw Water compressibility at reservoir conditions 2.0 � 10�4 bar�1

Bw Water formation volume factor at reservoir conditions 2.0 � 10�4 m3/Sm3

mw Water dynamic viscosity at reservoir conditions 6.18 � 10�4 Pa$s

Pin Inlet pressure for compressor at point of injection 2 bar

Pout Outlet pressure for compressor at the point of distribution 50 bar

g Polytropic index for hydrogen 0.29
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Reservoir numerical model

Wemodel a hypothetical reservoir to understand the reservoir

and geological controls that enable large-scale hydrogen

storage and maximize hydrogen injection and withdrawal.

Hydrogen is injected into a depleted gas reservoir, with the

remaining natural gas (methane) used as the cushion gas.

ECLIPSE E300, amultiphase-multicomponent simulation code,

was used to run the reservoir simulation [12]. And [13,14]

demonstrated that this simulation code could suffice for

modeling hydrogen storage and transport in porous media.

The numerical simulation model is a 3000 m by 3000 m

reservoir with a spatial discretization of 30 m � 30 m in the

lateral direction. The reservoir thickness is 100 m with a cell

thickness of 5 m in the z-direction. The cell sizes were smaller

than that used for the model in Refs. [13e15]. We performed a

grid refinement study to ascertain that the cell sizes were

sufficient to capture the behavior of hydrogen while mini-

mizing computational time. The details of the grid refinement

study are presented in Appendix A on “Grid Refinement

Study”. The reservoir is flat with the top of the reservoir at a

depth of 1000 m. The reservoir for the base case simulation is

considered homogenous in porosity and permeability. The

base case parameters are provided in Table 1. Fig. 2 shows the

simulation domain.

We determined the rock compressibility using Newman's
correlation for consolidated sandstone reservoirs [31] given by

cf ¼ 97:3� 10�6

½1þ 55:94�1:429 (1)

In the base case, a single well injects 150,000 Sm3/day of

hydrogen. The target withdrawal rate is set to 1,000,000 Sm3/

day. The well is placed at the center of the reservoir and is

perforated over the top 30m of the reservoir. The injector well

serves as the withdrawal well.
Wedetermined the density ofmethane (CH4) and hydrogen

(H2) using a generalized formulation of the PengeRobinson

equation of state [32]. We obtained binary interaction co-

efficients (BIC) from Ref. [33]. As part of the ECLIPSE E300

software, gas-phase viscosities were computed using the

Lorentz-Bray-Clark (LBC) correlation. With the parameters

used in this study, the densities (Table 1) obtained for reser-

voir conditions are within 1.9% and 2.2% of the values given in

Ref. [34] for H2 and CH4, respectively. Viscosity values for H2

and CH4 deviated by up to 12.2% and 1.5% respectively from

those given in Ref. [34]. However, these values are still within

the uncertainty range given in Ref. [34]; that are 15% and 2%

for H2 and CH4, respectively.

The hydrogen relative permeability used in the study was

determined from the work by Ref. [35] and was input as ta-

bles into the simulation. We did not model hydrogen-

methane relative permeability separately. We assumed the

hydrogen relative permeability defines the behavior of the

gases in the reservoir as both gases will be mixed in the

reservoir. However, we expect the difference in flow behavior

between the gases to be driven by the difference in mobility

for the gases because hydrogen should be lower viscosity.

The simulation included gas dissolution in connate water.

The solubility of hydrogen in water at 43 �C was taken from

Ref. [36]; while the solubility of methane in water at 43 �Cwas

taken from Ref. [37]. The actual values used are presented in

Appendix B.

The reservoir pressurewas considered depleted to 80 bar at

a datum depth of 1050 m, about 20 bar below the hydrostatic

pressure for that depth. The caprock was assumed to be tight

against the stored H2 and CH4 andwas thus represented in the

simulation as a no-flow boundary. Diffusion within the gas

phase was neglected, and no geomechanical effects were

considered during the simulation. No degradation of

hydrogen via reaction was incorporated.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2022.07.239
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Fig. 2 e Numerical simulation domain showing the depth of the reservoir. The figure is not drawn to scale.

Table 2 e Parameters and corresponding values for the
first-stage sensitivity analysis.

Parameter 0.5 � Base
value

Base
value

1.5 � Base
value

Units

Reservoir Area 4500000 9000000 13500000 m2

Porosity 10 20 30 %

Permeability 250 500 750 mD

Top of Reservoir 500 1000 1500 m

Formation Thickness 50 100 150 m

Current Reservoir

Pressurea
60 80 100 bar

Geothermal Gradient 14 28 42 C/km

Formation dipa �2 0 2 º

a The pressure and formation dip were not 0.5 and 1.5 of the base

values.
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Because this model was not designed for a specific field or

reservoir, we set themaximum andminimum allowable BHPs

to 120 bars and 30 bars at the reservoir top depth. The specified

upper BHP limit corresponds to typical overbalance margins

used during drilling, ranging from 20 bar to 35 bar [38]. In case

of a violation of the BHP limits, the simulator automatically

adapts the well flow rate until the pressure is within the

specified range. The minimum allowable BHP was set to allow

for a 10-bar pressure drop between the bottom hole and the

wellhead, assuming a tubing head pressure (THP) of 20 bar.

The wellbore had a nominal diameter of 0.3 m. Skin effects on

the well flow rates were neglected.

We initialized the model by enumeration through speci-

fying an average gas saturation of 0.3. Once the model equil-

ibrates, gravity segregation occurs with high gas saturation at

the top of the reservoir. This results in 30% of the reservoir

thickness occupied by the reservoir gas and the remaining

70% occupied by water.

Sensitivity analysis

The first stage of the sensitivity analysis was to identify pa-

rameters that impact the productivity index of hydrogen

withdrawal. The productivity index is a common subsurface

engineering metric to gauge a well's productivity or to

compare the productivity of different wells, as it normalizes

the flowrate using the energy (pressure) required to produce

the fluid. The productivity index is defined as the flow rate per

unit pressure drop. The expression for the gas flow rate is

determined from the theoretically derived inflow
performance relationship (IPR) equation for gas production at

reservoir pressures below 137 bar [39] and is given by

qg ¼
C1kh

�
p2
R � p2

wf

�

TmgZ
h
ln
�
re=rw

�
� 0:75þ s

i (2)

where

qg is the gas flow rate, pR is the reservoir pressure, pwf is the

wellbore bottomhole flowing pressure, T is temperature, Z is

the gas compressibility factor, mg is the gas viscosity; re is the

drainage radius, rw is the wellbore radius, and s is the skin

factor.
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We define the average productivity index (J) of the

hydrogen withdrawn as

J¼
Qg

.
t�

p2
R � p2

wf

� (3)

where Qg is the cumulative hydrogen withdrawn by the third

(3rd) cycle, and t is the number of days of hydrogen with-

drawal. We chose the 3rd cycle because that was when we

began to observe notable differences between hydrogen

recovered among different scenarios.

Table 2 shows the parameters evaluated, including their

base values, as well as values used in the sensitivity analysis.

When evaluating permeability, the kv/kh ratio was kept
Fig. 3 e Rates and pressures for the base case. 3(a) shows the g

reservoir pressures and the bottom hole pressures during injec
constant at 0.1. When evaluating the top depth of the reser-

voir, a 20% pressure depletion was imposed on the expected

hydrostatic pressure expected at the reservoir depth. Because

the perforation length was set to 30 m in the base case, the

perforation interval was set to 30% of the reservoir thickness

for cases examining the sensitivity of thickness. The solubility

and the binary interaction coefficients were modified to

correspond to the selected reservoir temperature for temper-

ature sensitivity. We performed a multivariate polynomial

regression fit on the [36] dataset to determine an equation for

hydrogen solubility as expressed in Eq. (4) as

s¼0:2852p� 0:0149T� 0:0126p2 � 0:0102pTþ 0:0262T2

þ 0:3324 (4)
as and liquid withdrawal rates. 3(b) shows the average

tion and withdrawal.
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Certain parameters were taken for further study in the

second stage of the sensitivity analysis, including the porosity,

reservoir thickness, absolute permeability, formation dip, and

kv/kh ratio.

Energy for compression

In addition to investigating the factors required to improve

hydrogen extraction from a depleted reservoir, it was neces-

sary to understand the energy required to compress the

hydrogen for storage and later extraction. The energy, E; for

compression in GJ is modified for unit compatibility from the

work by Ref. [40] and is given by

E¼ 0:00989
g

PinQin

��
Pout

Pin

�g

� 1

�
t (5)

where g is the polytropic index (0.29 for hydrogen), P is pres-

sure (bars), Q is flowrate (m3/d), t is in days, and the subscripts

“in” and “out” refer to the low and high pressure sides of the

compressor.

Hydrogen purity

The purity of hydrogen, in percentage, is calculated as the cu-

mulativevolumeofhydrogenwithdrawnat theendofacycle (or

total number of cycles) divided by the cumulative volumeof gas

withdrawn at the end of the cycle (or total number of cycles).

H2 purity ¼ vol of H2 withdrawn ðsm3Þ
vol of gas withdrawn ðsm3Þ � 100 (6)

Results and discussion

Base case results

Fig. 3(a) shows the amount of hydrogen, methane and water

withdrawn with each cycle for the base case, while Fig. 3(b)
Fig. 4 e Mole fraction of hydrogen at the beginning and end of t

position denoted in black. Fig. 4(a) shows the hydrogen mole fr

shows the hydrogenmole fraction after hydrogen is withdrawn

after hydrogen is injected for the third cycle. Fig. 4(d) shows the

third cycle. Fig. 4(e) shows the hydrogen mole fraction after the

the X- and Y- axes.
shows the bottomhole pressure and average field pressure

during the injection and withdrawal cycle. From Fig. 3(a), the

hydrogen withdrawal rate reduces with each cycle until the

6th cycle where it is similar to the rate in the fifth cycle. The

reservoir gas, methane, is produced during the withdrawal of

hydrogen and increases in rate with each cycle. By the 6th

cycle, however, it begins to reduce. Water production occurs

from the beginning of the cycle and increases with each

subsequent cycle, indicating that the withdrawal rate is

greater than the critical rate to prevent water cresting for this

well and reservoir configuration. From Fig. 3(b), we see that

the injector bottom hole pressure does not exceed the 120 bar

maximum limit, and is marginally above the reservoir pres-

sure adjacent to the perforated interval.

Fig. 4 shows the mole fraction of hydrogen and fluid con-

tacts at the beginning and end of the first and third injection-

withdrawal cycles. The Gas-Water Contact (GWC) represents

the depth above which there is predominantly gas and below

which there is predominantly water. The black vertical lines

in the figures represent the perforated interval. Fig. 4(a) shows

the mole fraction of hydrogen after injecting hydrogen for the

first cycle while Fig. 4(b) shows the hydrogen mole fraction

after withdrawing gas. Fig. 4(c) shows the same information

but after hydrogen has been injected for the third cycle while

Fig. 4(d) shows the hydrogen mole fraction after withdrawing

gas for the third cycle. Fig. 4(e) shows the hydrogen mole

fraction after the third cycle but with the Z-axis presented to

scale relative to the X- and Y- axes.

From Fig. 4(b) and (d), we see that some hydrogen remains

in the reservoir after each withdrawal, with more hydrogen

left at the top of the reservoir.
Sensitivity analysis for parameters that affect hydrogen
productivity from depleted gas reservoirs

Fig. 5 shows the tornado plot of the parameters that affect the

productivity index (PI) of the withdrawn hydrogen after being
he first and third injection-withdrawal cycles. Vertical well

action after hydrogen is injected for the first cycle. Fig. 4(b)

for the first cycle. Fig. 4(c) shows the hydrogenmole fraction

hydrogen mole fraction after hydrogen is withdrawn for the

third cycle but with the Z-axis presented to scale relative to
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Fig. 5 e Tornado plot of parameters impacting the reservoir and geological controls of underground hydrogen storage in

porous media.

Fig. 6 e Compression energy required for the different scenarios. Values increase from right to left to demonstrate that

larger compression energy is undesirable.
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stored in a depleted gas reservoir. Bars to the right indicate

that the selected value of the parameter results in increased

hydrogen PI over the base case. In contrast, bars to the left

indicate that the selected value of the parameter results in

decreased hydrogen PI over the base case.

In Fig. 5 we see that having a shallow reservoir, having a

dipping reservoir, having greater permeability than the base

case permeability, and having small reservoir pressures are

the top four factors that result in an increased PI of hydrogen.

Small reservoir pressure and a shallow reservoir are inter-

dependent parameters for a reservoir at hydrostatic condi-

tions. However, this may not be the case for depleted

reservoirs, as a deeper reservoir may have reduced reservoir

pressure due to production. Hence, for depleted reservoirs,

we will not focus on the depth but on the reservoir pressure,

as the pressure can take any value at any depth for a depleted

reservoir.

Placing the injector/withdrawal well downdip in a

reservoir of 2� dip appears to impact negatively the PI of

hydrogen much more than placing the wells updip. Though

a formation thickness smaller than the base case thickness

results in reduced PI, a 50% increase in the formation

thickness also results in reduced PI, though not as much as

when the formation thickness is reduced by 50%. This

suggests that, for the scenario under study, there is an

optimal formation thickness to maximize hydrogen with-

drawal. Hydrogen recovery can also be improved in a

reservoir with a smaller area than the base case, smaller

geothermal gradient, and porosity larger than the base

case. However, these parameters do not have as much

impact as the top depth of the reservoir, formation dip,

permeability, reservoir pressure, and formation thickness.

The porosity was the parameter with the most minor in-

fluence on hydrogen PI.
Fig. 7 e Dip scenarios for productivity index and compression en

with the well placed at a boundary, (c) is for the scenario wher

scenario with the well placed updip of the structure.
Energy required for compression

The energy required for compression for each parameter

investigated is presented in Fig. 6. Values increase from right

to left to demonstrate that larger compression energy is un-

desirable. The compression energy is the energy required to

compress the hydrogen from its source to the reservoir con-

dition. For this study, we used 2 bars as the compressor inlet

pressure at the point of injection and we used the injection

well's maximum BHP as the compressor outlet pressure.

Fig. 6 demonstrates that the parameters that cause an in-

crease in compression energy requirements over the base case

are high reservoir pressure and placing the well downdip of

the reservoir structure. The elevated reservoir pressure could

be due to the existing reservoir pressure or the pressure that

comes with having a deep reservoir. Hence, the top of reser-

voir is a factor that impacts the compression energy. For the

case of placing the well downdip of the reservoir during in-

jection, there is significant pressure buildup when displacing

water compared to the base case or to having the well placed

updip of the structure. Because the location of thewells had to

be moved relative to the base case, a separate scenario was

run to determine the effects of placing the well close to the

boundary, and these effects were consideredwhen estimating

the PI from the wells placed updip and downdip of the reser-

voir. Fig. 7 shows the hydrogen mole fraction for different dip

scenarios, while Fig. 8 shows the corresponding BHPs during

injection and withdrawal.

The impact of reservoir depth and pressure on productivity
index and compression energy

[5] identified compression cost as a significant contributor to

the overall cost of underground hydrogen storage projects.
ergy sensitivity analysis: (a) is the base case, (b) is the case

e the well is placed downdip of the structure, (d) is for the
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Fig. 8 e Bottom hole pressures for the injectors and withdrawal wells used in the sensitivity analysis on formation dip.
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Therefore, in addition to maximizing the PI of hydrogen, it is

also imperative to optimize the compression cost, a parameter

that is inferred from the compression energy required. In

Fig. 9, we present the productivity index and compression

energy estimated for different depths. The compression en-

ergy increases from top to bottom of the chart. We highlight
Fig. 9 e Productivity index (left) and compression energy (right) f

pressures are based on a 20% depletion of the hydrostatic pres
that for a depleted gas field, the depth is not the factor that

drives the productivity or compression energy required, as the

pressure in depleted fields varies based on the volume of fluid

produced and production practices. Thus, pressure is the

factor that drives the productivity and compression energy

required for depleted fields. However, for saline reservoirs and
or the stored hydrogen at different reservoir pressures. The

sure at the reservoir depth.
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non-depleted oil and gas reservoirs, the static reservoir pres-

sures have not been disturbed by fluid withdrawal, and, thus,

the depth correlates with the reservoir pressure in a normal

pressure regime. In such a scenario, the depth can be used as a

site selection criterion.

From Fig. 9, the PI decreases with increased pressure and

depth. In addition, the compression energy increases with

increased pressure and depth. Due to this increased

compression energy and reduced PI with depth, we propose

3000 m as a maximum depth for storing hydrogen. We did

not compute the PIs for reservoir pressures below 32 bar as

the simulations were based on a withdrawal well bottom
Fig. 10 e Hydrogen productivity indices for different sensitivity

thickness for a scenario where the reservoir is completely open

reservoir is open to flow (orange). 10(b) shows hydrogen PI versu

the PI at 100 mD and 500 mD. The PI at 100 mD is three times l

reservoir thickness for different absolute permeabilities. 10(d) s

formation permeabilities. 10(e) shows hydrogen PI as a functio

hydrogen PI as a function of permeability anisotropy ratio for dif

color/colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the W
hole pressure limit of 30 bar. Thus, we suggest that the tubing

head pressure, wellhead pressure, or surface facilities’

pressure be used as the constraint to determine the mini-

mum reservoir pressure for geological storage of hydrogen in

a depleted gas field. We modeled the pressure losses during

injection and withdrawal of hydrogen. The details are

available in Appendix C, “Wellbore FlowModeling”. From the

wellbore pressure losses computed, we suggest that if the

reservoir pressure is known, the wellhead pressure can be

estimated by subtracting 1 bar/100 m from the reservoir

pressure to determine if the reservoir pressure meets the

surface pressure constraints.
analyses scenarios. 10(a) shows the PI versus formation

to flow (blue) and another scenario where 30% of the

s absolute reservoir permeability. The red lines show how

ess than the PI at 500 mD. 10(c) shows hydrogen PI versus

hows hydrogen PI versus flow capacities for various

n of dip angle for different permeabilities. 10(f) shows

ferent permeabilities. (For interpretation of the references to

eb version of this article.)
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Further sensitivity analyses

Sensitivity analysis on reservoir thickness
The tornado plot in Fig. 5 showed that increasing or reducing

the reservoir thickness would result in a smaller PI compared

to the base case PI. To investigate this further, we considered

reservoir thicknesses of 10 m, 20 m, and 200 m, in addition to

the base case thickness of 100 m and the 50 m and 150 m that

we initially evaluated and presented in Fig. 5.We consider two

scenarios. In the first scenario, 30% of the reservoir was open

to flow for all of the reservoir thicknesses. In the second sce-

nario, the entire reservoir thickness was open to flow.We also

added a 5 m reservoir thickness to the second scenario.

Fig. 10(a) shows the PIs over different depths for the two sce-

narios. For the case where 30% of the reservoir was open to

flow, the optimal depth was around 110 m. However, for the

case where the entire reservoir thickness was open to flow,

the optimal depth was approximately 50 m. Beyond 60 m, the

PI was smaller than in the case with 30% of the reservoir open

to flow due to the production of other competing fluids

including methane and water.
Fig. 11 e Cumulative hydrogen produced as a fun
Sensitivity analysis on absolute permeability
The Tornado plot in Fig. 5 shows that the PI of hydrogen

increased by 20% with a 50% increase in permeability while

reducing the permeability by 50% resulted in a 40% reduction

in the hydrogen PI. Additional sensitivity analysis was per-

formed to understand how the hydrogen productivity would

be impacted by different absolute permeabilities. This sensi-

tivity analysis is shown in Fig. 10(b).

The overall trend indicates that increased absolute reser-

voir permeabilities are favorable for hydrogen recovery. Below

100 mD, the productivity index drops below 500 Sm3/d/bar2,

more than three times the productivity of the base case with a

permeability of 500 mD. For screening of reservoirs, we sug-

gest that sandstone reservoirs with permeabilities below 50

mD be excluded. For ranking, reservoirs with larger perme-

abilities will be rated better than those with smaller

permeabilities.

Sensitivity analysis on flow capacity
The flow capacity, denoted by kh, is the product of the reser-

voir's absolute permeability and thickness. The trend in
ction of dip angle for different permeabilities.
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Table 3 e Different scenarios for investigating the impact of heterogeneity on hydrogen productivity index.

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Cumulative
hydrogen
withdrawn

BHP PI Permeability
contrast

(mD) (mD) (mD) (mD) (mD) ( � 106 Sm3) (bar) (Sm3/d/bar2) (Ratio of
permeability
in the top
layer to

permeability
in the layer that

follows)

Base Case (Homogenous) 500 500 500 500 500 18.4 77.0 1863 1

High-Low-High-Low-High (HLHLH) 500 100 500 100 500 19.1 76.6 1657 5

Low-High-Low-High-Low (LHLHL) 100 500 100 500 100 19.5 73.0 841 0.2

Very low-High-Very low-High-Very

low (VLHLHL)

50 500 50 500 50 19.2 70.3 593 0.1
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Fig. 10(a) suggests that there is an optimal depth to maximize

hydrogen productivity. We examined the hydrogen PI over

different reservoir thicknesses and different reservoir per-

meabilities, as shown in Fig. 10(c). We deduce from Fig. 10(c)

that there are optimal depths for different permeabilities. For

instance, for a 2000 mD reservoir, the maximum PI is at 40 m,

while for a 500mD reservoir, themaximum PI is at 110m. This

indicates that the permeability or the thickness alone is

insufficient to determine if a reservoir will be productive for

hydrogen recovery, but that the flow capacity is a better in-

dicator of hydrogen productivity.

In Fig. 10(d), we present the productivity indices from

Fig. 10(c) as a function of flow capacity. The result shows there

are ranges of flow capacities where productivity indices are

small, another range where productivity indices are large, and

another range of flow capacities where the productivity

indices are somewhere in between. These ranges are useful

for developing rating criteria for underground hydrogen stor-

age site selection.

The impact of reservoir dip on hydrogen productivity
The sensitivity analysis presented in Fig. 5 shows that

having a dipping reservoir and placing the injector/with-

drawal well updip is favorable for hydrogen productivity
Fig. 12 e Mole fraction of hydrogen for the different scenarios o

withdrawal cycle: (a) is the base case, (b) is the High-Low-High-

(LHLHL), and (d) is the Very low-High-Very low-High-Very low
and recovery. To understand to what extent the reservoir

dip would be favorable for hydrogen productivity, we

computed the productivity index for different reservoir dips

and different reservoir permeabilities, as shown in Fig. 10(e).

From Fig. 10(e), reservoirs with permeabilities below 100 mD

do not benefit significantly from increased reservoir dips.

However, the most permeable reservoirs, such as 500 mD

and 1000 mD, have increased hydrogen PI with an increase

in dip. The benefit of having steeply dipping reservoirs,

especially for high permeability reservoirs, corroborates the

study by Ref. [23]; where the steeply dipping structure of

their reservoir model enabled retention of high quantities of

hydrogen.

Sensitivity analysis on permeability anisotropy ratio (kv/kh
ratio)
Throughout the sensitivity analyses, we used a kv/kh ratio of

0.1. We then performed a sensitivity analysis on different

permeability anisotropy ratios for different absolute perme-

abilities, as shown in Fig. 10(f). Overall, the permeability

anisotropy ratio was not a very sensitive parameter. For kv/kh
ratios less than 0.5, there was some increase in the hydrogen

PI. Above 0.5, the impact on the hydrogen PI was minimal.

Thus, a reservoir with a small kv/kh ratio is preferred.
n layer heterogeneity after the third injection and

Low-High (HLHLH) case, (c) is the Low-High-Low-High-Low

(VLHLHL) case.
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Table 4 e Different well architectures and their impact on the hydrogen productivity index.

Cumulative gas withdrawn BHP PI

( � 106 Sm3) (bar) (Sm3/d/bar2)

Well Architecture

1 Well: Injector/Withdrawal well (30 m perforated) 18.4 77.0 1863.3

1 Well: Horizontal Injector/Withdrawal well (30 m drain length) 18.9 76.8 1790.8

2 Wells: 1 Vertical Injector, 1 Horizontal Withdrawal well (30 m) 19.1 76.7 1761.6

1 Well: Injector/Withdrawal well (90 m perforated) 19.0 63.0 342.6

1 Well: Horizontal Injector/Withdrawal well (90 m drain length) 18.9 77.2 2043.6

1 Well: Horizontal Injector/Withdrawal well (300 m drain length) 18.5 78.4 3709.7

Perforation Length (m)

30 (base case) 18.4 77.0 1863.3

5 18.9 71.8 703.0

10 18.8 75.0 1130.0

20 18.6 76.7 1708.5

35 18.6 75.5 1234.5

Table 5 e Estimated productivity indices and the
hydrogen purity for different hydrogen withdrawal rates.

Gas rates
(Sm3/d)

Cumulative
hydrogen
withdrawn

BHP PI Hydrogen
purity

( � 106 Sm3) (bar) (Sm3/d/bar2) %

500000 10.0 78.5 1878.7 95.4

750000 14.4 77.8 1926.4 91.6

1000000 18.4 77.0 1863.3 87.8

1500000 25.1 75.5 1748.8 79.7

2000000 30.4 73.7 1545.2 72.3
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Impact of having a non-flat reservoir
In addition to examining the dip of the reservoir, we consid-

ered a scenario where the well was placed at the center of an

anticlinal structure. At the end of the third injection and
Fig. 13 e Impact of hydrogen withdrawal rates on
withdrawal cycle, the component mole fraction of hydrogen

in the reservoir is as shown in Fig. 11. The PI for the base case

(flat reservoir) was 1864 Sm3/d/bar2, while the PI for hydrogen

from the anticlinal structure was 2313 Sm3/d/bar2. The pore

volume was fixed for both scenarios. Hence, the improved PI

from the anticlinal reservoir was because the gas-water con-

tact was much deeper in the anticlinal case than in the base

case to accommodate the same volume of gas. This resulted in

reduced water cresting effects, less drawdown on the reser-

voir, and consequently a larger PI.

The impact of having heterogeneous layered reservoirs
To investigate the impact of heterogeneity on the PI of

hydrogen from the depleted reservoir, we examined scenarios

with different permeabilities in each layer. The 100 m reser-

voir thickness was divided into five layers of 20 m thickness.

Table 3 shows the different scenarios, the associated
the productivity index and hydrogen purity.
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permeabilities in each layer, and the estimated PIs for each

scenario. The layer count is from top to bottom of the

reservoir.

From Table 3, we deduce that heterogeneity is not favor-

able for hydrogen extraction, as low permeability reservoirs

within the perforated interval introduce increased drawdown

pressures that lead to reduced PIs. The increased drawdown

pressures can also result in cresting and more production of
Fig. 14 e Comparison between pressure and withdrawal rates f

14(a) shows the hydrogen withdrawal and water production ra

bearing reservoir. The solid lines represent the gas reservoir, w

The blue color indicates water production, while the red color r

bottom hole and average reservoir pressures for the base case

lines represent average reservoir pressures, the dash lines repre

lines represent withdrawal well bottom hole pressures. The blue

is for the depleted gas reservoir. (For interpretation of the refer

referred to the Web version of this article.)
water. We define a permeability contrast as the ratio of the

permeability in the top layer to the permeability in the layer

that follows. A permeability contrast greater than one is better

than a permeability contrast smaller than one. A more ho-

mogeneous reservoir is preferred for hydrogen storage.

Fig. 12 shows the hydrogen mole fraction for the different

scenarios after the third injection and withdrawal cycle.

Fig. 12(a) is the base case, Fig. 12(b) is the High-Low-High-Low-
or a depleted gas reservoir and a water-bearing reservoir.

tes for the base case (depleted gas reservoir) and water-

hile the dotted lines represent the water-bearing reservoir.

epresents the hydrogen withdrawal rate. 14(b) shows the

(depleted gas reservoir) and the saline reservoir. The solid

sent injection well bottom hole pressures, while the dotted

color is for the water-bearing reservoir, while the red color

ences to color/colour in this figure legend, the reader is
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High (HLHLH) case, Fig. 12(c) is the Low-High-Low-High-Low

(LHLHL), and Fig. 12(d) is the Very low-High-Very low-High-

Very low (VLHLHL) case. In the low and very low permeability

cases, Fig. 12(c) and (d), hydrogen in the permeable Layer 2 is

hindered from upward flow by the smaller permeability in

Layer 1, leading to hydrogen that would be difficult to recover.

Operational considerations

We investigated a few operational parameters to understand

if they contribute to increasing the hydrogen productivity

index. These parameters include the well architecture, the

withdrawal rates, and the perforation depths.

Well Architecture
We explored the possibility of using horizontal wells for

hydrogen extraction. Table 4 describes the different well ar-

chitectures and their corresponding PIs.

In the base case, only 30 m of the reservoir thickness was

perforated. Therefore, we considered a scenario where the

horizontal well had only 30 m of drain length. The resulting PI

of 1791 Sm3/d/bar2 was less than the PI of the base case, 1863

Sm3/d/bar2 determined for the vertical well. With a drain

length of 90 m, we begin to see the benefit of having a hori-

zontal well, with the well having a PI of 2043 Sm3/d/bar2. For a

vertical well with 90 m of perforated interval, the PI is small

due to water influx and high drawdown rates to drive the

water that is produced. With 300 m of drain length, the PI

increases to 3710 Sm3/d/bar2. Thus, horizontal wells are

valuable if the drain lengths are sufficiently large to overcome

pressure losses at the heel of the well.

Length of perforated zone
In the base case, the interval open to flow was just above the

gas-water contact. The proximity to the gas-water contact

may triggerwater cresting and, hence, reduce hydrogen PI.We

examined different perforation interval lengths (5 m, 10 m,

and 20 m) to determine their impact on the PI of the well. The

results are also presented in Table 4.

With smaller perforation interval lengths, the risk of water

cresting is reduced; however, the smaller thickness available

to flow also results in more pressure drawdown for the gas
Fig. 15 e Extent of the hydrogen plume: 15(a) shows the spread

shows the spread of hydrogen within the saline reservoir.
rate imposed during the simulation. This results in lower PIs.

On the other hand, increasing the perforation interval to 35m,

allowing for 5 m in the water region, also results in a reduced

PI due to water production. Hence, in this scenario, 30 m of

perforation interval was optimal.

Withdrawal rates
We examined the impact of different gas withdrawal rates on

the hydrogen PI. In addition, we estimated the hydrogen purity

by the third injection and withdrawal cycle. Table 5 shows the

different gas rates, the estimated PIs, and the hydrogen purity.

In Fig. 13, the PIs and purity are plotted for each gas rate.

With increasing withdrawal rates, the drawdown in-

creases, resulting in lower PIs. The hydrogen purity consis-

tently reduced with increasing rates, starting from a purity of

95% for 500,000 Sm3/d to 72% purity at 2,000,000 Sm3/d. For the

hypothetical reservoir being investigated, a withdrawal rate of

750,000 Sm3/d appeared to be the optimal rate, resulting in the

largest PI. This suggests a need for numerical simulation

studies before implementing hydrogen storage projects to

determine the optimal withdrawal rate.

The effect of injecting into a water-bearing reservoir

Thus far, we have considered a depleted gas reservoir with in

situ methane as the cushion gas. We now consider a scenario

where there is no in situ gas in the reservoir. This could either

be a reservoir at residual gas saturation or a water-bearing

reservoir (e.g. saline aquifers). We use the same injection

and withdrawal cycle and rates as the depleted gas reservoir

case. Fig. 14(a) shows the hydrogen and water withdrawal

rates over the six injection/withdrawal cycles, while Fig. 14(b)

shows the injection well bottom-hole pressures, withdrawal

well bottom-hole pressures, and average reservoir pressure of

both scenarios.

From Fig. 14(b), we observe that the pressure buildup in the

water-bearing reservoir is much more than in the case of the

depleted gas reservoir. Also with each cycle, the average

reservoir pressure reduces, as can be observed from the fall-

off periods. The consequence is that larger drawdowns are

required to extract the required amount of hydrogen. In

addition to having the hydrogen doubling as cushion gas, the
of hydrogen within the depleted gas reservoir, while 15(b)
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larger drawdown results in significant water production from

the water-bearing reservoir (Fig. 14 (a)). The water production

from the depleted gas reservoir, which was evident in Fig. 3

when the scale was from zero to 100 Sm3/d, is negligible and

can be barely seen in Fig. 14(a) that has a water production

scale of zero to 6000 Sm3/d.

Although the hydrogen production/withdrawal rates are

larger for the water-bearing reservoir compared to the

depleted reservoir, as seen in Fig. 14(a), the significant draw-

downs lead to smaller PIs. At the third injection and
Fig. 16 e Hydrogen withdrawal rate, water production rates, an

with a permeability of 10mD, and (b) when the reservoir is dippi

reservoir.
withdrawal cycle, the estimated hydrogen PI is 461 Sm3/d/

bar2, four times less than the PI when hydrogen is withdrawn

from the depleted gas field.

Another parameter of interest is the distance from the well

to the tip of the hydrogen plume. With hydrogen stored in the

depleted gas reservoir having in situ methane as the cushion

gas, the hydrogen plume tip extends to 320 m radius from the

injection well. However, the hydrogen plume tip extends to

400 m radius from the injection well with the water-bearing

reservoir. The extent of the plume is shown in Fig. 15.
d withdrawal well bottom hole pressures for (a) a reservoir

ng at an angle of 10� with the well placed in the center of the
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Table 6 e Screening criteria for hydrogen storage optimization and risk minimization.

Category Criteria Disqualifying Threshold Remarks

Hydrogen Storage and

Withdrawal Optimization

Reservoir pressure Wellhead Pressure Constraint >
Pr-(0.01 bar/m) � reservoir top depth

There is a need to know if the current reservoir pressure can lift the hydrogen

and other components that may be mixed with the gas for a depleted

reservoir. The wellhead pressure constraint needs to be known.

Maximum Depth of

Top of Formation

>3000 m At deeper depths, the productivity index of hydrogen reduces. Compression

energy requirements typically increase with depth but this needs to be

checked against the current reservoir pressure for a depleted field, as themore

depleted a field, the less compression energy required.

Permeability <50 mD

Porosity <10%
Net Reservoir Thickness <10 m

Risk and Hydrogen

Loss Minimization

Top Seal Thickness <20 m [29]Bouteldja et al. (2021)

Secondary Confining Units No secondary confining units This is a precautionary measure if hydrogen leaks from the reservoir in which

it is stored. A secondary barrier is usually preferred.

Active/Inactive Faulting 4 km wide “buffer zone” around all quaternary faults [42]

Resource in the reservoir Oil or Gas Condensate Reactions between hydrogen and liquid hydrocarbons are not well

understood, and there may be possible reactions that could lead to hydrogen

loss [7].

Earthquake Record 10 km diameter for M > 5 (from 1769 e present),

5 km diameter for M < 5 (from 2015 e present)

[42]

Table 7 e Rating criteria for storage and injection optimization.

Criteria 1 (worst) 2 3 4 5 (best) Remarks

Permeability Thickness <1000 mDm 1000e10,000

mDm

10,000e40,000 mDm >100,000 mDm 40,000e100,000 mDm

Size (Storage Capacity);

volume at stp

<1 MT

(<12 km3)

1e10 MT

(12e120 km3)

10e50 MT

(120e600 km3)

50e100 MT

(600e1200 km3)

>100 MT (1200 km3)

Permeability anisotropy >0.8 0.5e0.8 0.1e0.5

Porosity <10% 10e30% >30%
Permeability Heterogeneity

Contrast

<1 >1 1 The ratio of permeability in the top layer

to permeability in the layer that follows

Reservoir Pressure >220 bar 160e220 bar 80e160 bar 50e80 bar <50 bar Hydrogen embrittlement on tubulars is serious

above 80 bar [5]; hence material selection is required

for reservoirs above 80 bar

Reservoir dip 0e5 deg >15 deg 10e15 deg 5e10 deg This criterion assumes the well is placed updip of

the structure

Reservoir Structure Flat Anticlinal/Moderately

Dipping (<5 deg)

Steeply Dipping (>5 deg)

Geothermal Gradient Warm Basin

(>40C/km)

Moderate (20e40 C/km) Cold Basin (<20C/km)
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Comparison of findings from this study with other similar
studies

Several studies investigating underground hydrogen storage

in porousmedia (both depleted reservoirs and saline aquifers)

have observed, for the most part, an increase in the hydrogen

withdrawal rates with each cycle [13,20,23,24]; and [15]. These

results from previous studies differ from what was observed

in the base case of this study, where the hydrogen withdrawal

rate decreased with increasing number of cycles, and in the

water-bearing reservoir case where hydrogen withdrawal rate

was constant for each cycle.

In the base case of this study, as the gas saturation in-

creases, the mobility of both hydrogen and methane in-

creases, allowing for increased withdrawal of methane

because the model assumes the gases mix at reservoir con-

ditions. The increase in methane withdrawal continues until

water production becomes significant. Both hydrogen and

methane withdrawal are affected by the increase in water

production. In the case of hydrogen withdrawal from the

water-bearing reservoir, although the hydrogen withdrawal

rate is constant, the drawdown pressure increases, and water

production increases with each cycle due to cresting effects.

There were, however, situations in our sensitivity analyses

where we observed increasing hydrogen withdrawal rates

with increasing cycle numbers. These occurred when the

withdrawal well bottomhole pressure limitwas reached (in all

cases where the permeability was 10 mD, and when the

reservoir was dipping at an angle of 10� with the well placed in

the center of the reservoir rather than the well placed updip of

the structure). Two of these scenarios are shown in Fig. 16. In

these cases, hydrogen recovery was based on the volume of

hydrogen available in the reservoir and not the reservoirs’
Fig. 17 e Hydrogen productivity index versus flow capacities fo

capacities to develop a rating criterion for underground hydrog
ability to deliver the target withdrawal rate. Though the

hydrogen withdrawal rate increasedwith increase in cycles in

these cases, the amount of energy required to deliver the

hydrogen is large (large drawdowns). Hence the scenarios are

not considered optimal for hydrogen withdrawal. These

findings imply that hydrogen withdrawal per cycle could

either increase or decrease depending on the reservoir man-

agement practice, structure, or reservoir properties.

Proposed site selection criteria for hydrogen storage in
depleted gas reservoirs

Based on the numerical simulation study findings and infor-

mation available in the literature, we propose site selection

criteria for hydrogen storage in depleted gas reservoirs.

Developing the site selection criteria follows a similar

approach taken by Ref. [41] for carbon dioxide storage. The

high-level site selection criteria adapted for underground

hydrogen storage involve three stages. In stage 1, fields are

screened to determine if they qualify for underground

hydrogen storage. Then in stage 2, relevant parameters are

rated and ranked to identify top-performing sites. We assume

the depleted gas reservoir is a sandstone reservoir. Table 6

summarizes parameters that can be used as screening

criteria, while Table 7 shows our proposed ranking criteria

when there exists more than one field to select from. In situ-

ations where sites may have similar parameters, and all (or

most) may fall into a given score listed in Table 7, we suggest

that users can add further granularity to the site scoring

process based on the data they have. For instance, if five sites

to be scored all have flow capacities between 1300 mD and

9000 mD, instead of giving all five sites a score of 2, the user

can decide to create a new scoring criterion bearing in mind
r various formation permeabilities grouped by flow

en storage site selection.
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that reservoirs with larger flow capacities may be more suit-

able for underground hydrogen storage than reservoirs will

small flow capacities.

We determined the rating criterion for flow capacity by

grouping the flow capacities based on ranges of PIs. Fig. 17 is a

modified form of Fig. 10(d) and includes the ranges for the

rating criterion.
Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the behavior of hydrogen in-

jection, storage and withdrawal in a typical depleted gas

reservoir. We used a reservoir simulator combined with

sensitivity analyses to better understand the geological,

reservoir, and operational controls that impact the produc-

tivity of hydrogen withdrawn. We also studied how the

behavior differs if the storage formation was a saline

reservoir.

We deduced that reservoirs with smaller current reservoir

pressures (less than 50 bar) are more suitable for hydrogen

storage if surface pressure constraints, such as well head

pressure constraints, can be met. Shallow reservoirs (about

500 m) are also preferred for hydrogen storage if the reservoir

pressure can support fluid flow and the reservoir has the ca-

pacity for the gas. Steeply dipping reservoirs enable better

hydrogen recovery if the reservoirs have good permeability

(greater than 100 mD) and the injection/withdrawal well is

placed updip of the reservoir structure. Permeable reservoirs

and reservoirs with sufficient thickness increase hydrogen

withdrawal rates and the fraction of injected hydrogen

withdrawn.

Subsequently, we combined the findings of this study with

information in the literature to develop a set of site selection

criteria for hydrogen storage in depleted reservoirs.

Overall, we have demonstrated that numerical simulation

is valuable for understanding the dynamics associated with

hydrogen storage in depleted reservoirs and is useful to

determine the optimal conditions for maximizing hydrogen

recovery from storage sites. Further research is needed to

replicate the detailed sensitivity analyses using typical saline

reservoir conditions to determine the selection criteria for

potential saline reservoirs for hydrogen storage.
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